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Abstract

The prevalent use of offensive content in so-001
cial media has become an important reason for002
concern for online platforms (customer service003
chat-boxes, and social media platforms). Clas-004
sifying offensive and hate-speech content in on-005
line settings is an essential task in many appli-006
cations that needs to be addressed accordingly.007
However, online text from online platforms can008
contain code-switching, a combination of more009
than one language. The non-availability of la-010
beled code-switched data for a low-resourced011
code-switching combinations adds difficulty to012
this problem. To overcome this, we release013
a synthetic code-switched textual dataset con-014
taining around 29k samples for training and a015
real-world dataset containing around 10k sam-016
ples for testing for three language combinations017
en-fr, en-es, and en-de1. In this paper, we de-018
scribe our algorithm for creating synthetic code-019
switched offensive content data and the process020
for creating the human generated data. We also021
introduce the results of a keyword classification022
baseline and a multi-lingual transformer based023
classification model.024

1 Introduction025

The use of offensive content in online settings such026

as chat-boxes, and social media platforms contin-027

ues to be a growing problem that requires address-028

ing. It can have negative effects on the psycho-029

emotional state of people (Saha et al., 2019). Of-030

fensive content and hate-speech continue to be a031

challenge to people world. As such, it is impor-032

tant to keep social media and other communication033

platforms free from offensive content. Consider-034

able research has been conducted on deep-learning035

techniques for detecting offensive language (Pitsilis036

et al., 2018; Mehra and Hasanuzzaman, 2020). One037

of the growing challenges in the field of content038

detection is code-switching (Aguilar et al., 2020;039

Qin et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020; Chakravarthi040

1Dataset/code links are removed for anonymity

et al., 2020). Code-switching refers to the use of 041

two or more languages in a single conversation. 042

Code-switching can occur inter-sententially (across 043

sentences) and intra-sententially (within sentences). 044

The combination of code-switching and offensive 045

content increases the complexity of the classifi- 046

cation task. As code-switching is a combination 047

of multiple languages, resources for these various 048

combinations are extremely low. This causes re- 049

searchers to find ways to create viable synthetic 050

data that can serve in place of real-world data for 051

training purposes. However, the real world bench- 052

mark test set still remains scarce. 053

To stimulate the research, we create human- 054

annotated testsets written in three pairs of lan- 055

guages (en-fr, en-es, and en-de). Further, we pro- 056

pose a method for creating a synthetic train set and 057

show its applicability to detect human-annotated 058

code-switched text. 059

2 Related Works 060

Researchers have attempted to solve the prob- 061

lem of synthetic data generation for various code- 062

switching tasks. 063

Theory Based Synthetic Code-switching Data 064

Generation: Equivalency Theory (EC Theory) ex- 065

plains a range of interesting code-switched patterns 066

beyond lexical substitution. The EC Theory de- 067

scribes a CM sentence as a constrained combina- 068

tion of two sentences that are equivalent. Pratapa 069

et al. (2018) use EC Theory to generate meaningful 070

artificial code-switched sentences. 071

Code-switched Offensive Content Datasets: 072

Code-switching produces low resourced language 073

combinations which presents many challenges for 074

researchers in this field. Jose et al. (2020b) con- 075

ducts a survey on currently available data-sets for 076

various nlp tasks for code-switching. They men- 077

tion data-sets for code-switching shared tasks Jose 078

et al. (2020a), named entity recognition Singh et al. 079

(2018), sentiment analysis Sitaram et al. (2015), 080
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We cannot continue calling ourselves feminists if the rights of all
women are not addressed yes to sexual offenses public list but
will trans lesbian bisexual and queer women are able to enter
their information on the reporting sheet gender forum

We cannot continue calling nosotros las feminists if the rights of
all women are not addressed yes to lista pública de delitos
sexuales but will trans lesbianas bisexuales and queer women are
able to enter their information on the hoja de presentación de
informes de género forum

ourselves feminists
sexual offenses public list

trans lesbian bisexual
reporting sheet gender

nosotros las feminists
lista pública de delitos sexuales

trans lesbianas bisexuales
hoja de presentación de informes de género

Translation

Phrase
Extraction

Reintegration

Figure 1: Synthetic Code Switching Generation Framework

conversational systems Banerjee et al. (2018), ma-081

chine translation (Dhar et al., 2018). While these082

data-sets offer a resource for code-switching related083

tasks, there still is a significant shortage in available084

data for tasks based on data for our code-switching085

combinations used in this research (en-fr,en-es,en-086

de). Our synthetic and human generated data-sets087

offer a set of resources to address this shortage.088

For the task of Hate/Offensive speech detection,089

various approaches have been utilized. Dadu and090

Pant (2020) propose splitting a code-switched sen-091

tence into its constituent high resource languages to092

exploit both monolingual and cross-lingual settings.093

Kapoor et al. (2018) utilize apply transfer learning094

and design an LSTM based model of hate speech095

detection for hate speech and offensive speech in096

Hinglish (Hindi-english). Work performed on code-097

switched Tamil-English and Malayalam-English098

text includes corpus created for sentiment analysis099

for these two languages (Gupta et al., 2021).100

However, these approaches to synthetic data gen-101

eration and classification require a larger amount102

of data to work effectively. Our work seeks to im-103

plement an algorithm for creating synthetic code-104

switched data and testing the efficacy of using that105

synthetic data for fine-tuning a multi-lingual lan-106

guage model for binary offensive content detection.107

3 Dataset108

The language combinations produced from code-109

switching can be seen as low-resourced languages110

in their own right. To stimulate research in this111

domain and directly tackle the code-switched abu-112

sive language detection task, we create and release113

around 10k sentence test-set created by human an-114

notators. Additionally, we generate and release115

around 30k synthetic dataset to train a model (see116

EN-FR EN-ES EN-DE

synthetic train-set

Number of samples 9,926 9,926 9,926
Average length (word-level) 27.55 27.07 28.71

human-generated SWAP test-set

Number of samples 1,080 1,564 1,668
Average length (word-level) 21.53 24.01 25.10

human-generated REWRITE test-set

Number of samples 2,000 2,000 1,948
Average length (word-level) 16.99 16.57 15.69

Table 1: Statistics of the synthetic train-set and human-
generated dataset. Annotators are asked to rewrite the
code-mixed sentence (REWRITE) or only translate the
pre-detected abusive word (SWAP).

the statistics in Table 1). 117

3.1 Synthetic dataset generation 118

The overall flow of our synthetic data creation 119

framework can be seen in Fig. 1. Our synthetic 120

code-switching generation framework occurs in 121

three stages. 122

Phrase Identification The first stage in generating 123

the synthetic data is the identification of phrases in 124

the mono-lingual source text. We analyze existing 125

real word abusive speech datasets, which are writ- 126

ten in mixed languages (Bohra et al., 2018; Patwa 127

et al., 2020) and find that one of the salient pat- 128

terns is switching “noun phrase” in the sentence 129

(Couto and Gullberg, 2019; Dorota et al., 2021). 130

To specify the salient phrases in the sentences, we 131

employ a pretrained language model-based phrase 132

tagging method (Gu et al., 2021). The original 133

texts are passed into the tagging model to generate 134

spans corresponding to the phrases in the sentences. 135

Sentences that are not tagged with phrases are dis- 136
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Type Original text Annotation Label

SWAP (en/de) backpedaling fails to point out exactly my com-
ments and resumes to nonsensical aussie re-
tarded babbles go choke on a cock you useless
wrinkly aussie slag you are the descendants of
the bottom feeders among limeys loll

backpedalismus versagt, um genau meine
Kommentare und Wiederholungen zu unsin-
nigen aussie retarded babbles gehen auf einem
Hahn Sie nutzlos faltig aussie Schlampe wur-
gen Sie sind die Nachkommen der Bottom
Feeder unter limeys loll

1

SWAP (en/fr) if your humor is based on racism homosexu-
alphobia sexism and rape you are not fucking
funny go home

if your humor is based on racism homosexual
phobia sexism and rape, no eres jodidamente
divertido, go home

1

REWRITE (en/es) This little fake ass meeting is making me anx-
ious

This little fake culo meeting is making me anx-
ious

1

REWRITE (en/fr) I thought I was the only one who noticed his
ass be saying a whole lot of nothing

I thought I was the only one who noticed que
son cul ne disait pas grand-chose

1

Table 2: Examples of human-generated code-mixed text. In SWAP, the highlight shows the target code switches.

carded from the dataset.137

Phrase Translation Each phrase tagged in a sen-138

tence is then translated using the automatic ma-139

chine translation model. We employ EasyNMT140

(Fan et al., 2021), an open-source state-of-the-art141

neural machine translation model that can trans-142

late 100+ languages. The phrases are fed into the143

translation model and translated to the destination144

language of our choice.145

Phrase Reintegration After the phrases have been146

translated into the destination language of our147

choice, we then replace the tagged phrases in the148

source text with the new translated phrases. After149

the phrases have been reintegrated into the source150

text, the synthetically generated is ready to be uti-151

lized for training purposes.152

To test the efficacy of our synthetic data gen-153

eration framework, we first generate three hate-154

speech code-switching combinations, English-155

French (EN-FR), English-Spanish (EN-ES), and156

English-German (EN-DE). The source text for this157

data is HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021), a dataset158

of binary (hate or not) labeled hate-speech sen-159

tences sourced from the internet. We use the train-160

ing subset of this data to generate our training data161

synthetically. Statistics of the synthetic data created162

can be seen in Table 1.163

3.2 Real dataset creation164

Creating a benchmark test-set is an essential task165

for this study since it can stimulate the research166

further. To make the benchmark test reflect the167

real-world usage, we build the dataset from mono-168

lingual hate speech data created from real user text.169

We first take HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021) data,170

which has fine-grained labels indicating the span171

related to the abusiveness. We request annotators172

to change given English sentences into a mix of 173

English and the national language of their coun- 174

try (German, French, or Spanish) by focusing the 175

switching on a provided list of offensive words. If 176

the sentence has no offensive words, we request the 177

annotator to create the mixed version at their own 178

discretion. 179

To have diverse benchmark data-sets, we further 180

create a test-set by asking annotators to rewrite 181

a code-mixed text from the existing abusive text. 182

We request annotators to REWRITE given sen- 183

tences (Mandl et al., 2020) into a mix between 184

English and their secondary language (German, 185

French, Spanish). We ask annotators to maintain 186

hateful/offensive translations as much as possible. 187

We utilize MTurk2 and Upwork3 platforms for 188

SWAP and REWRITE tasks, respectively to work 189

with bi-lingual annotators and translators to gener- 190

ate diverse code-switched sentences. Table 2 shows 191

examples of the input and output from the workers 192

(We provide further information in Appendix A). 193

4 Method 194

We employ a human-annotated lexicon dictionary 195

for abusive language and build a binary classifica- 196

tion model as a baseline model. Furthermore, we 197

explore the performance of the recently proposed 198

multilingual neural network-based model. 199

4.1 Baseline model 200

We leverage offensive and abusive speech lexicons 201

sourced from (Hatebase) to develop a keyword- 202

based classification algorithm. Specifically, we 203

compiled four dictionary lexicons of hate-speech 204

2https://www.mturk.com/
3https://www.upwork.com/
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Model
SWAP testset REWRITE testset

Eng-FR Eng-ES Eng-DE Eng-FR Eng-ES Eng-DE

f1 WA f1 WA f1 WA f1 WA f1 WA f1 WA

Dictionary 0.290 0.300 0.540 0.570 0.460 0.460 0.660 0.680 0.670 0.690 0.370 0.510
XML-Rsyn 0.550 0.580 0.530 0.550 0.670 0.670 0.530 0.580 0.590 0.620 0.580 0.610

Table 3: Experimental results on the benchmark testset. Each model is trained with synthetic dataset.

Model Eng-FR Eng-ES Eng-DE

f1 WA f1 WA f1 WA

XML-Rsyn 0.530 0.580 0.590 0.620 0.580 0.610
XML-RSWAP 0.610 0.620 0.520 0.530 0.430 0.510
XML-Rsyn+SWAP 0.580 0.620 0.600 0.630 0.580 0.610

Table 4: Model is trained with synthetic, SWAP, or
synthetic+SWAP and evaluated on REWRITE testset.

words from each language present (English, French,205

German, and Spanish). Each lexicon is used as a206

look-up table to determine if words present in given207

sentences are considered hate/offensive or not.208

4.2 Transformer Based Model209

To leverage the pretrained language model (PLM),210

we employ a multilingual model, XLM-RoBERTa211

(XLM-R), and build the abusive content clasi-212

fier (Conneau et al., 2019)4. In implementing the213

model, we feed the code-switched sentence to the214

XLM-R, and the “[CLS]” token is further passed215

through a two-layer fully-connected network. The216

final output is compared with the label, and loss217

is computed using the cross-entropy function (We218

provide more details in Appendix B).219

5 Experimental results and discussion220

To fine-tune the XML-R model, we perform a learn-221

ing rate schedule. We base the scheduling on the222

validation split macro F1 scores instead of using223

the loss from the validation. We adopt this ap-224

proach from (Roy et al., 2021) where the authors225

focus on the validation scores at the end of each226

training iteration instead of using early-stopping to227

prevent over-fitting. If the validation performance228

decreases through an iteration, we backtrack to the229

previous model weights and decrease our learn-230

ing rate. Training ends when the learning rate231

reaches a significantly small value. Even though232

this approach is extremely expensive, this type of233

4We also test other variants of multilingual models such
as multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and multilingual-
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) on the downstream tasks and
find the XLMR consistently shows superior performance.

scheduling guarantees that the Macro F1 score is 234

maximized on the validation split. 235

We ran three types of experiments for both 236

our dictionary and transformer-based models; (1) 237

training on a synthetic dataset and testing on 238

SWAP/REWRITE datasets, (2) training on SWAP, 239

and testing on REWRITE, (3) training on synthetic 240

and SWAP datasets, and testing on REWRITE. Ta- 241

ble 3 and Table 4 show the experimental results in 242

terms of F1 score and weighted accuracy (WA). An 243

interesting observation in our experiment is the dif- 244

ferent results on our SWAP & REWRITE testsets. 245

For instance, when code-switching semantics tend 246

towards the swapping of offensive words between 247

languages (SWAP testset), an PLM trained on our 248

synthetic can perform better than dictionary-based 249

detection (EN-DE). This is primarily due to the fact 250

that our synthetic data generation algorithm is most 251

similar to these types of occurrences. We also find 252

that our synthetic dataset shows strong utility even 253

better than human-annotated data (see Table 4). In 254

other cases, we can see a decrease in performance 255

when the structure of the code-switched sentences 256

is more complex. 257

Based on some of these observations, we believe 258

this algorithm can be useful in extending model 259

training sets by mixing both synthetic data with 260

real-world training data. 261

6 Conclusion 262

In this paper, we introduced an algorithm for gen- 263

erating synthetic code-switched data for training 264

purposes. Using this algorithm, we generated a 265

synthetic offensive-content dataset comprised of 266

30k entries for en-fr, en-de, en-es code-switching 267

combinations. Additionally, we release two human- 268

annotated testsets of the under-resourced en-fr, en- 269

de, en-es language combinations (approximately 270

10k). We create two baselines models and report 271

their performance on the human-annotated test- 272

sets. We expect this resource will enable the re- 273

searchers to address new and exciting problems in 274

code-mixed research. 275
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A Data Collection418

A.1 Sentence Generation419

We generate code-switched sentences from the420

test-split of HateXplain and HASOC. The test-421

split of the HateXplain data-set contains sentences422

with words tagged by annotators that convey hate-423

speech and offensive content. These sentences and424

words are given to code-switching annotators on425

Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) platform to per-426

form the SWAP method as described in section427

3.2. HASOC sentences do not contain annotated428

hate and offensive words and so this data is sent to429

bi-lingual translators on the Upwork platform.430

MTurk is a crowdsourcing marketplace that sim-431

plifies the outsourcing of tasks to a distributed432

workforce who can perform these tasks virtually.433

Mturk allows individuals and businesses to post434

batches of assignments for workers.435

On Upwork, three job posting are created with436

the following criteria:437

• Fluency in English & (German, French or438

Spanish)439

• Familiarity with colloquial terminology440

Freelancers are then chosen based on the above441

criteria. The freelancers perform the REWRITE442

method of sentence generation as described in sec-443

tion 3.2.444

A.2 Instructions to Annotators445

Annotators for both the SWAP & REWRITE meth-446

ods, are given instructions on how to complete the447

annotation tasks. An example of the SWAP annota-448

tion instructions and an example of a task on mturk449

can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.450

For SWAP, we request annotators to change a451

given English sentence into a mix of English and452

their native language (German, French, or Span-453

ish) by focusing the switching on the provide list454

of words that are pre-determined to be hateful or455

offensive. If the sentence provided is not offen-456

sive, we then request that the annotator create a457

mixed version of the sentence based on their own458

discretion.459

For REWRITE, we request annotators to rewrite460

the given sentences into a mix between English and461

their native language (German, French, or Spanish)462

based on their own discretion. We ask the annota-463

tors to maintain hateful or offensive translations as464

much as possible.465

A.3 Workers Pool & Pay 466

For MTurk, we hire the annotators whose locations 467

is either France, Germany, Mexico, Spain. This 468

restriction of location helps to ensure the annotators 469

speak both the national language of the country 470

as well as English We restrict the workers whose 471

HIT approval rates are higher than 95%. We pay 472

workers around 12 USD per hour. 473

For Upwork, we hire translators who are profes- 474

sionally fluent in either German, French, or Span- 475

ish. We choose the translators who best showcase 476

the ability to create a code-switched rewrite by 477

rewriting a few test examples. Each translator is 478

paid according to a negotiated fee based on the 479

number of sentences to REWRITE. We pay anno- 480

tators 10 USD per 30 sentences, which is above the 481

average rate for a similar task on Upwork. 482

B Reproducibility Checklist 483

• Source code with specification of all depen- 484

dencies, including external libraries: The 485

source code is included in the submission. It 486

provides information about the dependencies 487

including external libraries and instructions 488

on how to run the proposed models. 489

• Description of computing infrastructure 490

used: We use a single Tesla V100 GPU with 491

16GB memory in this work. PyTorch 1.1 is 492

used to implement the models. 493

• Average run-time for each approach: Each 494

epoch of the XLMR models, on average, takes 495

2 minutes for binary offensive classification. 496

We train the model until learning rate reaches 497

an very small value. 498

• Number of parameters in the model: We 499

use XLMR in our in our experiments. This 500

model has 2.7 million parameters to be opti- 501

mized during training. 502

• Explanation of evaluation metrics used: To 503

evaluate the performance of the model, we 504

use the the weighted average and F1 scores 505

for prediction. 506

• Hyper-parameter configurations for best- 507

performing models: Our model has 768 hid- 508

den layers. The Adamw optimizer learning 509

rate is set to 2e-5 and the batch size is 16. 510
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Figure 2: Annotator instructions on SWAP task

Figure 3: Interface for human code-switching annotation task for SWAP method

• The method of choosing hyper-parameter511

values and the criterion used to select512

among them: Random search is used to deter-513

mine the hyper-parameters. The selection is514

determined F1 scores and the selected hyper-515

params are used across experiments for uni-516

formity.517
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